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Introduction
Last weekend I was at The Golden Owl in Darwin for this sculptor’s birthday 
and she was sculpting this huge chunk of wood at the party with a chainsaw just 
violently slicing and hacking at it and then she got out a piece of stone and was 
using this cheese grater looking thing to shave huge sections of it off and it was 
all a really good reminder to just go for it. 

EGG
DOG
FRUIT
BONE
TREE
BEE
SPIDER
FUNGUS
ROADMEAT
MIRROR

Use these talismans for divination

True self? We’ll see about that

(also isn’t it interesting that the mirror is the only inorganic symbol? Wowee!)

Pop your brain like a pimple and drink all the pus and be reborn as a disgusting 
multi-body semi-mind to receive infinite love from heaven. You are so beautiful 
and I love you I love you I love you I love you whoever you are. Spiral into the 
infinite stranger lover. Hope you think the play is super cool. 

Esther Dougherty
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Foreword
We met for coffee when they asked me to score Paw Paw Dog & Other Dog, 
we discussed the synthesis of two worlds that lived in the play, colliding at 
the mention of an egg. I remember thinking, this is my way into the music, 
the blending of magic and reality. Esther lures you in and observing the 
creation of this world during rehearsal’s brought me joy. Woven through the 
play is a central theme, the transformation of gender and the meta-physical 
process this entails. Esther works as a collaborator in their directive process, 
accepting feedback, workshopping questions and ideas alongside the dramatic 
action. The characters are alive, complex and serve as conduits for Esther’s 
philosophical inquiry into gender and identity the meaning of which are not 
static but unravel through the layers of maleness. They are ever changing in the 
minds of the audience, cued through the literal transformation of Other Dog. 
Esther generates this multi-layered processing of symbolism, where objects in 
the play serve as the communication between reality and magic, allowing us 
to contextualise the roots of the Pawpaw Tree to points of spiritual, physical, 
and emotional change. There is celebration, humour, literary criticism, and 
playfulness in the understanding of ideas that makes this work so special and 
Esther such a wonderful artist. They approach questions of complexity with wit, 
research, and imagination with a sharp disposition, creating a work that speaks 
to the heart and above all leaves you in still reflection. 

Benjamin Gane
Composer & Musician
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Notes
Characters 

PAWPAW DOG / FUNGUS  PAWPAW DOG* signifies when 
PAWPAW DOG is controlled by 
FUNGUS

OTHER DOG
PAWPAW TREE
BEE

Scenes

1. WALK & FIGHT & EAT A PAWPAW
2. PAWPAW TRANSFORMATION
3. WRONG BODY/WHAT BODY
4. BARKING
5. PISSING
6. BITING
7. EGG
8. BEE LOVE
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Pawpaw Dog & Other Dog

1. WALK & FIGHT & EAT A PAWPAW
PAWPAW TREE enters. She places herself in the middle 
of the stage and looks out. BEE enters. He is amazed at 
PAWPAW TREE’s beauty and wants to pollinate her. 
He dances for her and offers her his heart. She dances 
a little dance back to him. They’re falling in love. Two 
DOGS appear on stage. BEE is startled and flies off stage. 
PAWPAW TREE watches him go, then sits back in the 
centre of the stage and stares off into the distance ahead of 
her. 

PAWPAW DOG …Typical.

OTHER DOG  [rounding on her] What!?! What??? 

PAWPAW DOG  Oh, sorry. Just to clarify — I’m just saying typical because 
this is extremely typical of you.

OTHER DOG Why is this happening?

PAWPAW DOG  No, it means “what normally happens”, which in this case 
is you acting like a bitch.

OTHER DOG  Um I’m good, actually  

PAWPAW DOG  I’m struggling to entertain this.

OTHER DOG  I can identify what is going on here. You think, “Oh he’s so 
big and strong and has a totally beautiful nature” so you 
think… “I can get away with hurting him”.

PAWPAW DOG  You want to know my mind? My mind’s going, “Fuck this 
dog” like over and over again, its insane.
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OTHER DOG  Stop following me! I’m trying to walk away!

PAWPAW DOG  Now I’m thinking about tearing out your tongue and 
whipping you with it. Try again to read my mind so you 
can watch yourself take it like a bitch.

OTHER DOG  Grow up.

PAWPAW DOG  You grow up.

OTHER DOG  This is ridiculous you’ve started this whole fight so no, you 
grow up.

PAWPAW DOG  You are so fucked and so unintelligent…

OTHER DOG  Wow yeah clever.

PAWPAW DOG  I did not start this fight. You wish I had started this fight 
because instead I am going to end… this fight with my 
bare dick I will end it.

OTHER DOG  Shut up.

PAWPAW DOG  I ask one thing of you. One thing. One thing. One thing.

OTHER DOG  SHUT UP.

PAWPAW DOG  I ask one thing 

OTHER DOG  It’s not my job to do anything!

PAWPAW DOG  Yeah? What on fucking earth is your job then?

OTHER DOG  You’re hungry, you deal with it.

PAWPAW DOG  You’re pathetic! 

OTHER DOG  JUST BECAUSE I HAVE THIS POWERFUL PHYSIQUE 
DOES NOT MAKE IT MY RESPONSIBILITY TO DO 
THINGS THAT ARE SLIGHTLY HARDER FOR YOU 
JUST BECAUSE THEY ARE SLIGHTLY EASIER FOR 
ME.
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PAWPAW DOG  It’s too late for the melodrama because now I’m truly 
annoyed.

OTHER DOG  [backing away] You want me dead! Can you calm down 
please!

OTHER DOG stumbles and ducks behind Pawpaw Tree. 
Pawpaw Dogsees Pawpaw Tree and the single ripe fruit 
hanging off it. It is a reverent moment, the tree casting a 
spell on the scene. She begins to explore it with her hands

PAWPAW DOG  Look.

OTHER DOG ducks his head out and sees she’s no longer 
a threat. He joins her. They both circle the tree a few times, 
entranced. They both caress the fruit. PAWPAW DOG 
snaps out of the reverie first.

PAWPAW DOG [pointing at the fruit, new energy] That’s mine.

PAWPAW DOG slaps the fruit. It swings on its stalk. 
PAWPAW TREE’s mouth opens, annoyed.  

OTHER DOG  Have we… Are we good now?

PAWPAW DOG  [to the fruit] Don’t look at him. You’re mine.

OTHER DOG  Are you trying to be funny?

PAWPAW DOG  Watch this.

PAWPAW DOG swallows the pawpaw whole. PAWPAW 
TREE finds the whole thing juvenile and looks away. 

PAWPAW DOG  I swallowed it whole.

OTHER DOG  What the fuck is wrong with you.

PAWPAW DOG  I didn’t even chew it.

OTHER DOG  You know you actually hurt my feelings before. Did you 
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even realise that? That I get sad when you’re mean to me? 
Maybe you think I’m so dumb that swallowing fruit will be 
enough for me to forget, and look, yeah, it’s cool, it’s a cool 
thing to do…

PAWPAW DOG stops dead. Its eyes widen, it clutches its 
throat, its torso. OTHER DOG screams.

OTHER DOG  WHAT’S HAPPENING TO YOU?!?!

OTHER DOG rushes to its partner, panic stricken. It 
shakes PAWPAW DOG. 

OTHER DOG  SPIT IT OUT!!! 

PAWPAW DOG slackens in OTHER DOG’s arms, stops, 
then reanimates, turns to OTHER DOG and in a new 
voice speaks.

PAWPAW DOG*  Caught one.

OTHER DOG screams.

2.  PAWPAW TRANSFORMATION
OTHER DOG is frozen with suspicion, mouth agape, 
before letting go of PAWPAW DOG and springing back. It 
stares frightened and revolted as PAWPAW DOG* adjusts 
its posture, explores its new body, a glassy look in its eyes. 
BEE pokes his head into the scene and watches for a little 
while, inching closer, shocked. 

OTHER DOG STOP IT!

PAWPAW DOG*’s ears prick up at the sound and it smiles. 
It can hear.
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OTHER DOG  STOP BEING WEIRD!

PAWPAW DOG* speaks again in the new voice — it is 
becoming increasingly clear that PAWPAW DOG is in 
some way possessed.

PAWPAW DOG*  I did it! I’m so happy! Kiss me! 

OTHER DOG is hysterically frightened and tries to 
pull the pawpaw stem out of PAWPAW DOG’s mouth. 
PAWPAW DOG begins convulsing, while OTHER DOG 
struggles with the stem. PAWPAW DOG* speaks calmly, a 
tone at odds with the struggle over its mouth — so at odds, 
OTHER DOG stops to listen, hand still on the stem.

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh please. Will you stop? Look, I’m killing it. Look what 
I’m doing, I don’t want to be killing it! Don’t pull the stem. 
Just leave it alone!

OTHER DOG takes a step back. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Quick quick. Quick. You stay here and do me a favour or 
I’ll kill this body that I’ve caught. Kiss me all over, is that a 
deal?

OTHER DOG  Huh?

PAWPAW DOG*  I said…

OTHER DOG  I heard and I am no idiot pawpaw satan — this is a trap

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh no no no no no no no no no this isn’t a trap it’s a deal!

OTHER DOG  I don’t think that’s true.

PAWPAW DOG*  How unusual.

OTHER DOG  I feel rushed, is this all happening very quickly?

PAWPAW DOG*  I never considered trust. Will this impact the favour?
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OTHER DOG  What favour? Are your bags too heavy?

PAWPAW DOG*  You’ve gone insane with grief. Companion, I have no bags.

OTHER DOG  I know you have no bags obviously you have no bags.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m a special baby mushroom and I don’t need bags.

OTHER DOG  What do you want? Excuse me, what are you?

PAWPAW DOG*  I don’t know if we should do that, indulging myself… 

OTHER DOG  Fine! I don’t want to indulge anything I just want to go 
home and close my eyes and be DEAD

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh I love you.

OTHER DOG  Shut up. Is this… this is what? What is this?

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m shy.

OTHER DOG  SHUT THE FUCK UP YOU BETTER FUCKING NOT 
BE SHY.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m extremely shy.

OTHER DOG  SHUT UP WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON HAVE 
YOU… YOU’RE IN MY FRIEND I’M TALKING TO A 
THING IN MY FRIEND? 

PAWPAW DOG*  Your friend. The body is your friend. Oh no. Oh dear. How 
wrong to not know what the body hides in a friend. So I’ll 
tell you. 

Pause.

 I’m hiding in your friend. 

OTHER DOG  WHERE IS MY FRIEND?

PAWPAW DOG*  We’re both here.

OTHER DOG  In what way? 
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PAWPAW DOG*  I’m sitting on the old one’s head, not squashing, more like 
holding it in my fist and when it squirms I peak between 
my fingers and the little thing I cup calls out: “let me go let 
me go let me go” — silly, free soon, but just for now, it’s me 
who dreams and reaches out to you so just for now, until 
I’m done, you speak to me.

OTHER DOG  And who are you?

PAWPAW DOG*  I am a fungus! I come from under this tree. And I’m going 
to become this tree. How will I do it? By going all in it! I 
will be a tree. A pawpaw tree. I’m excited to be all stiff on 
the sides and wet on top! 

OTHER DOG  You’re a fungus? 

PAWPAW DOG*  I will be a pawpaw tree fungus. For now I’m a fungus in 
between — do you think I’m dirt? I think the tree suits 
me, I’ll be a tree. Because a fungus needs to go somewhere. 
Like on skin!  

OTHER DOG  So to be clear you’re invading the pawpaw tree, you’re 
gonna rot it from the inside out and you’re all up in this 
little fruit too which my friend has swallowed whole with 
bits of you inside it and now you intend to rot her out as 
well.

PAWPAW DOG*  You can insult my intentions but not my intelligence. 
No, what a waste of my time to, as you say, “rot out your 
friend” and for why? Honestly, for why? No, this body I’ve 
caught is all part of my trap…

OTHER DOG  YOUR TRAP! HA HA! I KNEW THIS WAS A TRAP.

PAWPAW DOG*  It is only initially a trap before it evolves into blackmail, 
don’t you see!

OTHER DOG  I don’t know what you want from me but please please 
just let my friend go. We won’t tell anyone about you. Trap 
someone else.
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PAWPAW DOG*  Oh darling I will let your friend go if you just do me one 
quick favour.

OTHER DOG  And then you’ll let my friend go?

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes I swear.

OTHER DOG  How can I trust that you’ll do that?

PAWPAW DOG* [sighs] This is very embarrassing but… alright. Yes, I 
was “all up in this little fruit” and yes your friend has 
swallowed me. I took my long finger…

OTHER DOG  Mm.

PAWPAW DOG*  Please. I took my long finger and lodged it in your friend’s 
throat, mouth, jaw, head cavities and brain.

OTHER DOG  AND BRAIN!

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes that’s how I’m keeping it upright. I’m really just 
showing off. So yes, I’m lodged there for now, but once 
you’ve done me my favour I’ll have no use of this body and 
I’ll withdraw from it and you can both go home and drink 
big glasses of water. Ok?

OTHER DOG  But…

PAWPAW DOG*  SO as a little demonstration… oh god… you can look into 
the mouth of your friend as I pull myself off and on. You’ll 
be able to see me, see me moving, I hope that’s enough… 
to trust. 

OTHER DOG  I look in the mouth?

PAWPAW DOG*  Come here and look in this mouth.

OTHER DOG walks up to PAWPAW DOG and looks in its 
mouth. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Do you see me? Are you ready?
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OTHER DOG  Yes I’m ready.

FUNGUS detaches from PAWPAW DOG, who gasps but 
then returns to its possessed state as FUNGUS reattaches. 
OTHER DOG is peering into PAWPAW DOG’s mouth, 
equally fascinated and revolted. 

OTHER DOG  Oh true. Oh wow you’re really in there.

PAWPAW DOG*  Was that… did that?

OTHER DOG  You’re like a… you’re like an ooze. Oh god. 

PAWPAW DOG*  I feel so exposed.

OTHER DOG  I’m sorry [wretches]. Oh my god.

PAWPAW DOG*  I feel VULNERABLE.

OTHER DOG  So you’re a fungus?

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes I am.

OTHER DOG  Ok. Ok ok ok. Um… should we..? I feel kinda awkward. I 
don’t know why… I’m sorry I didn’t mean to.

PAWPAW DOG*  It’s ok.

OTHER DOG  It’s just… well you look like…

PAWPAW DOG* I know. 

OTHER DOG  Mmm. Uhuh. So this favour…

PAWPAW DOG*  You’ll do it?

OTHER DOG  Well it seems like it might be rude not to, now that…

PAWPAW DOG*  [mood improves] Fantastic! Oh that’s just fantastic! The 
favour that you’ll do me is to answer a question! 

OTHER DOG  Not the best phrasing.
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PAWPAW DOG*  Listen! Am I a man? 

Beat

OTHER DOG  What?

PAWPAW DOG*  It’s the one place in the tree I can’t go! It’s a whispering 
egg! It whispers to me in my dreams… “Am I a man, Am 
I a man” — and I don’t know, so what can I say?! You 
can know cos you’re out there, and your answer will be 
so valuable to me. I intend to use it to some great degree 
in, not just answering, but opening that secret egg at the 
heart of the tree guarded by obscurity — only unlocked by 
an ever changing combination of numbers, symbols, and 
emotions, which perhaps your answer will contain. And it 
is slippery so sometimes you drop it! I will open that egg, 
give it its answer, and be one with the whole of the tree. It’s 
my destiny.

OTHER DOG  The egg?

PAWPAW DOG*  Slips right out of your hands onto the floor and then you 
look at your hands and say, “Just do your job!” And what 
do they say?

OTHER DOG  You have hands in there?

PAWPAW DOG*  God no 

OTHER DOG  Well… good

PAWPAW DOG*  Is there any more information that you need?

OTHER DOG  Uh… is…

PAWPAW DOG*  How special! Come on — just answer the question. Am I a 
man?

OTHER DOG  Well I don’t know what… of what? Tree? Man tree?

PAWPAW DOG*  Man tree?
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OTHER DOG  Well… the tree… 

PAWPAW DOG*  Look at it.

OTHER DOG Alright. You want to know if this is a male tree?

PAWPAW DOG*  I want an answer to the question, “Am I a man?” and you 
are going to answer it as an independent mind.

OTHER DOG  Huh?

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh my god! Please participate with an open heart! 

OTHER DOG  Oh.

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes.

OTHER DOG  Um yeah. Yeah there’s… it’s. Well, let’s see here… Yeah I’ll 
have a little… a little look see here and we’ll see um what 
we’re working with.

PAWPAW DOG*  Go to work, companion. Go to work. Just keep me updated .

OTHER DOG  Great. Here we go.

OTHER DOG steps back and collects himself, shaking his 
head a little in disbelief at this situation he finds himself 
in. 

3.  WRONG BODY/WHAT BODY
OTHER DOG takes a superficial look at PAWPAW TREE, 
then realising his inability to quickly identify its sex, begins 
to scrutinise it more closely, circling the TREE. BEE flies on 
and joins him, mimicking his investigation. OTHER DOG 
chases BEE away and is left alone.

PAWPAW DOG*  Hello.
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OTHER DOG  Hello.

PAWPAW DOG*  How are you?

OTHER DOG  I’m fine thanks.

Pause

PAWPAW DOG*  That’s good.

OTHER DOG  And how are you?

PAWPAW DOG*  Can I ask… what’s taking so long?

OTHER DOG  Oh! Sorry sorry it’s just… 

PAWPAW DOG*  Forget it! 

OTHER DOG  I’m just not sure what I’m looking for.

PAWPAW DOG*  Ok! 

OTHER DOG  I’ve never really thought about how you can tell this stuff 
just from looking.

PAWPAW DOG*  Not a worry!

OTHER DOG  At a tree I mean. Like I can tell. I can tell like… animals. 
Most animals. Definitely dogs. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Why dogs?

OTHER DOG  Well I’m a dog.

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh! How lovely!

OTHER DOG  Yeah.

PAWPAW DOG*  Am I in a dog?

OTHER DOG  Yeah.

PAWPAW DOG*  Well how about that.
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OTHER DOG  Don’t… don’t get too used to it.

PAWPAW DOG*  What if you did some of your thinking out loud just to get 
those thoughts out! Out! Making room for new ones! 

OTHER DOG  So I’ll just..?

PAWPAW DOG*  Get them out! I’m not helping you! I’m just offering some 
little… and you know, offering some… and then you… tell 
me what you’re thinking.

OTHER DOG  Well there’s the trunk.

PAWPAW DOG*  Wide—ish, thin—ish, sort of… strong—ish… or?

OTHER DOG  Just… trunk—ish.

PAWPAW DOG*  Nice one.

OTHER DOG  Well if you were next to another pawpaw tree maybe… 

PAWPAW DOG*  Let’s move on. 

OTHER DOG  Ok so then there’s the branches. Sort of long and… with 
leaves. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Fantastic.

OTHER DOG  Looks pretty healthy to me, leaves are all green. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Well it’s a big green hooray from me! Healthy big green 
yay! 

OTHER DOG  Alright.

PAWPAW DOG*  But let’s keep going.

OTHER DOG  Ok. There’s some flowers on stalks in little bunches. They’re 
little and white and yellow. And… 

OTHER DOG leans over and smells the flowers. 

 And they smell like nothing. 
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Pause.

PAWPAW DOG*  There’s something in your tone.

OTHER DOG  No there’s nothing in my tone I’m gonna keep looking.

PAWPAW DOG*  There’s something in your tone.

OTHER DOG  Well it’s just something I’ve realised but I don’t really know 
how to say it.

PAWPAW DOG*  Well if you’ve realised something and then tried to conceal 
it you’ve failed. Your tone has failed you and now you’ve 
told me that there’s a realisation you conceal from me so 
your concealment of your concealment has failed too. So 
there’s really no point not telling me anymore so tell me 
what you’ve realised, tell me now!

OTHER DOG  So before. When I told you I was a dog.

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes.

OTHER DOG And I told you how I can tell dogs apart, like boy dogs 
from girl dogs. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes.

OTHER DOG  Well my mind began to think about some of… the 
differences. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Like what?

OTHER DOG  Like how… girl dogs have… teats. And pussy. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Teats and pussy? What are teats and pussy?

OTHER DOG  Well it’s sort of like the stuff that is… what the difference 
is I guess. Cos I don’t have teats and um also I don’t have 
a pussy. It’s sort of like the… hmm how do I explain this. 
It’s sort of like how the body has sort of set itself up for 
puppies. Because girl dogs have puppies. And they come 
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out the girl dog pussy and they drink dog milk from the 
dog teats.

PAWPAW DOG*  I see.

OTHER DOG  Anyways so I was thinking like… does a tree have a pussy? 
And… no it doesn’t. And then I was thinking, does a tree 
have a teat? Again no. Then I thought, does a tree have a 
baby? And… I guess it kind of does. I think the pawpaw 
fruits are kind of like this tree’s babies. And if the tree can 
have babies then… well if only girls can have babies then… 
well if there’s any fruit on the tree then… then that’s how 
to know. Ya know?

Pause.

PAWPAW DOG*  Don’t stop.

OTHER DOG  Well at first I couldn’t see any fruit. There’s no fruit to be 
seen on this tree.

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes.

OTHER DOG  But there’s one. There’s the one that you’re in. The one that 
got swallowed. That’s the only one. But it is one. 

Long sad true pause.

PAWPAW DOG*  So in plain language, just for my records — you’d say as an 
answer to my question that…  

OTHER DOG  Hey I’m sorry.

PAWPAW DOG*  What sorry? For what sorry why? Hello?

OTHER DOG  Well… weren’t you kind of hoping that… 

PAWPAW DOG*  Did I hope that the answer was yes? Did I have a bias? 
[chuckles] Oh yes.

OTHER DOG  So that’s what I’m sorry about. I’m sorry that it’s a no.
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PAWPAW DOG*  It is?

OTHER DOG  Oh yeah. Definitely. It’s a female tree.

PAWPAW DOG*  It’s the fruit?

OTHER DOG  Yep.

PAWPAW DOG*  But this one is the last one? We could destroy it?

OTHER DOG  Well sure yeah we could but they’d just grow back next 
season.

PAWPAW DOG*  Why?

OTHER DOG  It’s just in its nature.

PAWPAW DOG*  We could destroy them every season!

OTHER DOG  Sure but that doesn’t change it’s like… ya know.

PAWPAW DOG*  I don’t know, I don’t know.

OTHER DOG  It wouldn’t change… really. That’s impossible.

PAWPAW DOG*  Possibility. None. So you say.

OTHER DOG  Well look you’re a fungus right?

PAWPAW DOG*  There’s a possibility! Ha! Just some comedy.

OTHER DOG  So if you’ve got, ya know, a bias, then just go to another 
tree.

PAWPAW DOG*  Mmm.

OTHER DOG  Or don’t be a tree at all! Stay a fungus! Less uh… less bits.

Beat.

PAWPAW DOG*  Can dogs bleed, companion?

OTHER DOG  Yes dogs can bleed.
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PAWPAW DOG*  Please cut me.

OTHER DOG  Huh?!

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes please cut me before I CUT MYSELF! 

OTHER DOG  OH MY GOD!

PAWPAW DOG*  LET THIS AGONY FLOW FROM WITHOUT.

OTHER DOG  Hey! It’s ok!

PAWPAW DOG*  CUT ME!

OTHER DOG  Woah, hey woah, I’m not going to fucking cut you can you 
please stop yelling at me.

PAWPAW DOG*  I have frightened you companion, I am sorry. 

OTHER DOG  I’m not frightened.

PAWPAW DOG*  You quake with fear, my passions are offensive.

OTHER DOG  I’m fine.

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh it hurts.

OTHER DOG  What hurts.

PAWPAW DOG*  IT HURTS!

OTHER DOG  WHAT’S GOING ON?!

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh oh oh it’s not stopping. It’s not stopping oh oh I can’t 
get comfortable. Why isn’t it stopping?

OTHER DOG  I don’t know, I don’t know what you’re talking about.

PAWPAW DOG*  Just… just hold on. Something terrible has happened, 
companion, I just don’t know what it…  

OTHER DOG  Hey that’s ok.
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PAWPAW DOG*  I feel an itch taking over me like I have to squirm myself 
inside out, like I have to do an enormous squirm til my jaw 
opens backwards and swallows me.

OTHER DOG  Should we wait for it to pass?

PAWPAW DOG*  That might be good.

Pause. OTHER DOG assesses PAWPAW TREE, scratches 
its ear, has a thought.

OTHER DOG  Hey… um.

PAWPAW DOG*  [from a far away place] What is it?

OTHER DOG  Well I just had a thought.

PAWPAW DOG* [nearer] What is it?

OTHER DOG  Well it’s two thoughts.

PAWPAW DOG*  What thoughts.

OTHER DOG  Like a thought and a question really.

PAWPAW DOG*  What thought what question.

OTHER DOG  Well the thought was, that, like, “Oh hey! I’m pretty sure 
I’ve done this guy that favour now”.

PAWPAW DOG*  And the question?

OTHER DOG  Well… Say! It’s been real. I’ve had a really ah… whack time 
with all this. But good to meet you for real. And I wish 
you all the best with the tree with the… difficulties and 
etc. But you know, we had a deal, the day’s getting on. So is 
it… how does this work, do you just have to… withdraw? 
Leave the mouth? 

PAWPAW DOG*  I’ll start with the thought.

OTHER DOG  Oh of course.
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PAWPAW DOG*  Oh of course.

OTHER DOG  … Oh yeah.

PAWPAW DOG* [acting unhinged, but really stalling] Oh YEAH! 

OTHER DOG  [uncomfortable] Uh huh.

PAWPAW DOG*  That’s it.

OTHER DOG  Anyways… it’s just that it’s been a pretty big day for me. 
I’m… I guess I’m just feeling it, ya know. Just feeling it.

PAWPAW DOG*  What happened to you?

OTHER DOG  Oh ya know, my friend got possessed.

PAWPAW DOG*  That’s awful.

OTHER DOG  Yeah it was kind of overwhelming.

PAWPAW DOG*  Overwhelming.

OTHER DOG  Yeah.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m overwhelmed.

OTHER DOG  Damn.

PAWPAW DOG*  I am feeling overwhelmed.

OTHER DOG  Damn damn damn.

PAWPAW DOG*  How do you plan to cope?

OTHER DOG  Well… 

PAWPAW DOG* [sudden gear shift] I’ll start with the thought. Have you 
done the favour? Well the favour I asked was for you to 
answer a question for me, offering a prized… external 
perspective and helping me to unlock a secret egg at the 
heart of this pawpaw tree — guarded by obscurity — only 
unlocked by an ever changing combination of numbers, 
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symbols, and emotions. And it is slippery so sometimes 
you drop it. 

OTHER DOG  Is that… did I not..?

PAWPAW DOG*  And the question was: Am I a man?

OTHER DOG  And I answered it.

PAWPAW DOG*  No.

OTHER DOG  Just because you don’t like the answer doesn’t mean I didn’t 
answer it.

PAWPAW DOG*  You’ve told me what the tree looks like…

OTHER DOG  That was the point! Because I’m out here and I have 
fucking eyes so you wanted me to have a look!

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m wearing a dog. I have fucking eyes too you know.

OTHER DOG  Then you have a look! 

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh! That’s not a bad idea.

PAWPAW DOG* turns and looks at the tree

OTHER DOG  Well?

PAWPAW DOG*  I’ve got no idea.

OTHER DOG  Well I do! The tree is female!

PAWPAW DOG*  That’s not the answer to the question.

OTHER DOG  Yes it is! 

PAWPAW DOG*  No it’s not.

OTHER DOG  You said to use my own individual fucking mind! You said 
to just share my thinking! Well that’s what I was fucking 
thinking — I’m thinking, “You want to be a tree, you want 
to know if you’re a man, you’re a fucking SLIME so you 
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can’t mean for that so then you probably mean this tree 
— oh let me just have a look here!” That was my fucking 
thinking! You can’t just change the rules!

PAWPAW DOG*  The question is “Am I a man?” and I feel like you’ve 
answered the question “Is this tree a man?” and I just am 
not feeling satisfied with that I’m not. I have a whole egg in 
here to deal with, whispering whispering its question — it 
won’t accept an answer like that.

OTHER DOG  That is just not my problem.

PAWPAW DOG*  Who’s in control?

OTHER DOG  What?

PAWPAW DOG*  Who is in control of this situation?

OTHER DOG  What?

PAWPAW DOG*  Last I checked I’ve got your friend’s life in my hands and I 
don’t even have hands!

OTHER DOG  Jesus!

PAWPAW DOG*  Rules are changed! 

OTHER DOG  No!

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes they have changed! Things change! Get used to it! Get 
very used to it.

OTHER DOG  Ugh! So what? What now?

PAWPAW DOG* I want you to have another crack at answering my question 
but this time I want to see you put some effort in. I want 
you to try

OTHER DOG  I’ll tell you anything you want.

PAWPAW DOG*  Well that won’t be very honest will it.
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OTHER DOG  So you don’t like my thinking, you don’t want to tell me 
how you want me to think… What do I do with that? 
Huh?!? There’s nothing I can do for you!

PAWPAW DOG*  Baby little darling there’s no use carrying on.

OTHER DOG  What!?!

PAWPAW DOG*  Listen, do you want your friend dead?

OTHER DOG  Dead friend? NO!

PAWPAW DOG*  Then you’re just going to have to work a bit harder.

OTHER DOG  But I don’t know what more I can do!

PAWPAW DOG*  Sit back! Relax! And listen! I’m going to tell you a story! 
And I mean really listen. To the story.

OTHER DOG  Alright.

PAWPAW DOG*  This is a noble task. Isn’t this a noble task? It’s a journey 
about me, but it’s a journey we share. Story time!

OTHER DOG falls onto his back in silent anger.

4. BARKING
OTHER DOG is feeling trapped and cheated, which is 
making him so angry. He doesn’t know how to resolve the 
situation and begins to fidget with controlled frustration, 
while the story scene is set up. BEE flies in, acting coy, 
looking to pollinate the PAWPAW TREE, who smiles 
when she sees him coming. OTHER DOG sees BEE and 
snaps, letting out his frustrations. His barking shatters the 
melancholy atmosphere that was hanging over the scene. 
OTHER DOG chases BEE round and round the PAWPAW 
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TREE, barking out his anger. BEE eventually flies away. 
PAWPAW TREE rolls her eyes at the brutish display from 
OTHER DOG and returns to her thoughts. PAWPAW 
DOG*’s interest is piqued.

PAWPAW DOG*  Wow!

OTHER DOG  Fuck off.

PAWPAW DOG*  It’s story time!

It begins. A scene within a scene; PAWPAW DOG* and 
OTHER DOG descend into the land of PAWPAW DOG*’s 
imagined memory. PAWPAW DOG* is now detached 
from PAWPAW TREE through the magic of the collective 
consciousness. BEE and a now mobile PAWPAW TREE can 
enter this dream world as actors, props, and stage hands 
— should they be needed. 

ZERO QUEST

PAWPAW DOG*  Hello everyone, welcome thank you for coming to today’s 
story telling. Please, make yourselves comfortable. Today’s 
story was shared with me through… a series of tactile 
hallucinations resulting from my physical contact with a 
person as they died and began to decompose. These are the 
dreams of that corpse, and I believe, the stuff of their true 
life. And… we’ll begin. 

 Sing in me, Muse, and through me tell the story of that 
Living Body. 

 The Living Body awoke one morning, aware for the first 
time that it was in fact a real Living Body and that at no 
point before that point had it been aware of that fact, and 
yet had been the Body the entire time. It ran at once to 
the mirror, and to its horror found the mirror had turned 
instead to a window. It then filled the sink with water, 
but when the sink was full the Body looked and saw a 
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sea of faces, and couldn’t pick out the one that was theirs. 
Appalling, appalling calamity and injustice. The Body 
returned to its bedroom, where it dressed and styled itself 
in misery, aware now that having no way of knowing 
what the clothes looked like on itself that there was every 
possibility that it did in fact look a fool. All the Body 
could do was to wait for the day to pass in the hopes that 
tomorrow every element of life would be transformed. 
And of course it was not. Thought the Living Body to 
itself, “How long can I keep going around with absolutely 
no idea what I look like? Surely I should tell someone, this 
is very serious after all”. But the Living Body never told 
anyone. “They’ll think I’m exaggerating, they’ll think I’m 
lying, they’ll think I’m looking for attention, they’ll think 
they’ll think they’ll think”. Even as days became weeks 
became months and years and still no reflection. All the 
while the Living Body picked at its teeth obsessively, near 
paralysed with fear at the thought that some enormous 
piece of food would be caught there that it would never be 
able to see and that no person would have the decency to 
point out. 

 One night not unlike most nights the Living Body was 
laid out on the floor in some existential agony, asking the 
wall for support. “Am I tall? Am I attractive? Am I distinct 
looking?” 

 “It wouldn’t be a bad idea to find out”, came a voice. And a 
Saint Andrew’s Cross spider who had lived in that room all 
these years appeared on the wall. 

 “I’m Nervous Jones, the Saint Andrew’s Cross Spider. 
People call me Nervous because I’m always shaking, 
but what they don’t know is that I shake because I use 
amphetamines. Every night as I’m about to put on my 
psy—trance and detail clean my web I hear you, crying 
about all kinds of nonsense. ‘I’m the only child in school 
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who can’t use a mirror.’ ‘There’s a good chance I’m ugly 
but I want to be sure.’ It obviously matters to you to see 
your reflection, so what I’d recommend is this: Go inside 
yourself. Deeper than you’ve ever been. When you arrive 
at that deepest place it will be a door and you must go 
through that door into the final and most deep chamber of 
the egg.”

 “Excuse me but I’ve begun to have a panic attack”, said the 
Living Body. 

 “Well do it quietly!” said Nervous Jones. “And listen. The 
egg is the thing. Here’s what you must do. Once you’re in 
the egg’s chamber you must lie down and sleep and dream. 
In this chamber you are able to dream the most crystal 
pure dreams. You are able to dream of your own face, of 
your own body, not as it is in a car or waiting in line, but 
as it would be in the Gardens of Paradise. And as you 
dream in the chamber of the egg, onto the egg will appear 
marks and carvings. These are the records of those dreams 
and can be understood only by you. Once the egg is fully 
carved it will open. And inside will be a mirror. And in it 
you will look. And in it you will be.”

 The Living Body knew it would do anything to get to that 
mirror. It knew it would do whatever Nervous told it to do.

 “Here”, said Nervous Jones, “Take this.” The spider tied a 
bracelet of web to the Living Body. Knotted in the web was 
a lump. “This fell in my web and I wrapped it up tight and 
when I went to drink its blood I realised it was a little seed 
and so I put it to one side, that might mean something to 
you.” And the spider went away. 

 The Living Body lay back down and closed its eyes. 
“Deeper than I’ve ever been, but how?” And with a 
whoosh in it went. And it was as the spider described. 
At the deepest point there was a door. The Living Body 
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reached out to turn the handle and found it was searing 
hot. The hand recoiled, blistered! “There’s no way I can 
go through this door! I’ll have to find another way in”, 
but of course there was no other way. The Living Body 
stood a long time before that door, willing itself to ascend 
above pain, but before the ascension came the impatience 
and the arm suddenly burst out and turned the handle. 
Gripping the wrist below the now skinless palm the Living 
Body staggered into the chamber and gasped. It was 
indeed a pink chamber. With an EGG! A porcelain white 
egg floating in the middle of the chamber! 

 The Living Body laid down beneath the egg, gazing up in 
awe at what it had never known hid within. The stillness 
of the egg sent the Body into a trance and as the dreamer 
dreamt the egg descended to hover over its belly and in the 
next blink had passed into the belly and a blink later back 
out again. And now it ascended back and the dreamer 
awoke from its most beautiful dream and looked upon the 
egg’s pure shell and upon it was carved a line, just a line, 
but enough. 

 “Nervous Jones was right”, said the Living Body, “And I do 
understand what this line means. I’m going to do this. I’m 
going to see in that mirror”.

 The journey wasn’t easy, but it also wasn’t too hard. 
Sometimes the Living Body would get distracted and on 
returning to the egg discover many of the carvings had 
faded away. Other times the Living Body would try and 
manipulate the dream figure of itself and wake to find the 
carvings disturbing and shameful. And only once did the 
Body try to go into the chamber of the egg to dream while 
sitting on the bus and when it woke up… well I’ll spare you 
the details. 

 The self that the dreaming was revealing would also 
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confront the Body. It just didn’t seem very normal. But 
normal too would enter the dreams to be confronted. One 
dream saw normal manifest as an enormous white man 
whose eyes suddenly turned yellow and whose chest caved 
in and the Living Body leapt at it and tore out its eyes and 
inside was a baby being beaten by a devil. And the Body 
took out the baby and both baby and Body were free. And 
it was soon after that dream that the Living Body opened 
the egg, went into it, looked into the mirror there, and saw 
its own face. 

 And so it happened. And so it was. The Living Body 
returned to the world anew. Some enigma, some magic 
hung around it now and with it brought popularity, beauty, 
and a powerful disconnect. And though the Living Body 
still couldn’t see itself in the world, and though it did 
suspect that perhaps it looked nothing like the Body it saw 
in the mirror it could return there and gaze upon its lovely 
reflection every night and that would be enough. And that 
is how it passed through its life. Until it came to the end of 
it.

 See, as the Living Body returned into the chamber every 
night, dreamed there, saw the carvings on the egg, opened 
it and looked in the mirror, every night, it had become 
something of a great expert on these dreams, on this egg, 
this mirror. And all three were saying that the time had 
come for the egg to leave the chamber, for the dreamer 
to take it back to the earth. The Living Body resisted but 
was given no choice. It crept from its room in the middle 
of the night and found a shovel and took to the road and 
walked to a field and passed into bushland and then into 
the middle of that to a clearing and there began to dig. 

 “How in the fuck am I going to get this fucking egg out of 
me?!” the Body cried. 
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 “Do it like this,” said the moon.

 “Like what?” said the Body.

 “Like this,” said the moon and that’s how the Body did it 
and soon enough the egg with all its carvings was held in 
its arms. And as the Body kept digging it kept holding the 
egg and realised that it had more arms, and some were 
untying the bracelet of spider web it had worn all these 
years and clutching the little seed and some were wiping 
away tears. And when the hole was deep enough the many 
arms reached up and covered the Living Body, the egg and 
the seed in all that dirt and the Living Body closed its eyes 
to dream one last dream, which was this one, and which it 
generously shared with me. 

 The End 

The story ends. The set for it is all packed away while 
OTHER DOG and PAWPAW DOG* stand still in place, 
staring at each other. They are returned to their original 
positions; PAWPAW DOG* is attached at the mouth to 
PAWPAW TREE again; OTHER DOG next to it. OTHER 
DOG breaks the silence.

OTHER DOG  It was a very beautiful story and I’m very grateful to you 
for telling it.

PAWPAW DOG*  Thank you.

OTHER DOG  But what does it mean?

PAWPAW DOG*  Well I don’t know I thought you knew.

OTHER DOG  Well how would I know it’s your story.

PAWPAW DOG*  Since when?

OTHER DOG  Well… it’s the same egg right? 
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PAWPAW DOG*  It’s what?

OTHER DOG  The egg in the story is the same as the egg in the pawpaw 
tree.

PAWPAW DOG*  You’re joking

OTHER DOG  Isn’t that the whole thing?

PAWPAW DOG*  What thing?

OTHER DOG  Why you just told me the story!

PAWPAW DOG*  It’s the only story I know!

OTHER DOG  Well it’s obvious isn’t it? The carvings, the mystery.

PAWPAW DOG*  Shut up. It’s the same egg?

OTHER DOG  I’m 99% sure it is.

PAWPAW DOG*  But then how did it get in the tree?

OTHER DOG  That’s just what I’m thinking too.

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh if only I could read those carvings! They might tell me 
how the egg got in the there.

OTHER DOG  So… okay let’s figure this out.

PAWPAW DOG*  Yes!

OTHER DOG  Actually! Actually, wait wait wait — we had one deal, 
which you broke, which you broke — so now this is the 
new deal — I’ll help you figure out this puzzle this…  and 
then you let my friend go. Deal?

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh definitely.

OTHER DOG  I need you to promise me.

PAWPAW DOG*  I can do that.
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OTHER DOG  Great well what do the carvings look like?

PAWPAW DOG*  Lines… squiggles… there’s some shapes, it’s truly just a 
mess of shit.

OTHER DOG  Damn. Hmm. Egg. Moon. Lot’s of arms. SEED! There was 
a seed! What kind of seed?

PAWPAW DOG*  What seed?

OTHER DOG  The seed in the spiderweb bracelet thing from the bit.

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh the seed! No I’ve got no idea.

OTHER DOG  Shit! 

PAWPAW DOG*  We could dig it up and have a look?

OTHER DOG  Dig what up?

PAWPAW DOG*  The corpse!

OTHER DOG  Excuse me?

PAWPAW DOG*  It means “dead body”.

OTHER DOG  The story corpse?

PAWPAW DOG*  Yeah!

OTHER DOG  Where is it?

PAWPAW DOG*  It’s under this tree!

OTHER DOG  What the fuck?! Are you serious?! Well then that’s it! The 
seed was a pawpaw seed! The tree grew around the egg 
and… wait what about you? Where did you come from? 

PAWPAW DOG*  I feel tricky.

OTHER DOG  Tricky?

PAWPAW DOG*  Yeah I’m complicated.
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OTHER DOG  Complicated.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m a tricky little baby.

OTHER DOG  Yep.

PAWPAW DOG*  I feel… untouched.

OTHER DOG  Mhm.

PAWPAW DOG*  Vulnerable.

OTHER DOG  Yep.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’ve never let anyone get to know me this way before.

OTHER DOG  That’s great. So… yep that’s great. So… where did you 
come from?

PAWPAW DOG*  I materialised from the earth’s inspiration.

OTHER DOG  Oh true true.

PAWPAW DOG* In each materialisation I complete one full orbit. An 
existential orbit.

OTHER DOG  Uhuh.

PAWPAW DOG*  Where I ended my last orbit I don’t know.

OTHER DOG  Uhuh.

PAWPAW DOG*  I only know the beginning of this orbit. I materialised 
in these pants, such ordinary pants. In the dark of those 
shorts I began to take form. 

OTHER DOG  In… in the shorts.

PAWPAW DOG*  Total darkness. For weeks. 100 days passed and no light 
ever penetrated the shorts. It was a very nurturing space 
for me. I grew stronger, more solid, more real. All the 
disparate parts of me were being drawn together and the 
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gravity that was calling me to join with myself was… me. 
I’m lovely.

OTHER DOG  It’s just that… What’s this got to do with the tree?

 PAWPAW DOG*  I lived ‘neath it.

OTHER DOG  Right.

 PAWPAW DOG* [clarifying]‘Neath the pawpy tree.

OTHER DOG  Oh corpse shorts! Silly old me.

PAWPAW DOG*  We were all born together, the corpse, the pawpaw tree and 
me. It was…

OTHER DOG  Well that’s that then! Riddle solved! The Living Body 
buried itself here with the egg and the seed which we’ve 
added up and then you’ve come into play and the question, 
“Am I a man?” — well I’m sure the Living Body was asking 
that and many questions and I guess the egg just left that 
one for you. But that’s not your question, and the Living 
Body got it’s answer so I reckon… leave it. There ya go! 
Now, free that dog!

PAWPAW DOG*’s mood has turned dark.

PAWPAW DOG*  We are absolutely not done here.

OTHER DOG  No no no no no no not again you won’t. We had a new 
deal and you promised.

PAWPAW DOG*  Didn’t promise a thing.

OTHER DOG  Yes you did.

PAWPAW DOG*  I said I can promise, which is true, I can, but I didn’t.

OTHER DOG  What more do you want from me!? I tried — and I think 
I fucking nailed it, actually. I was really trying to help, 
something which you don’t fucking deserve seeing as you 
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literally kidnapped my friend. I think… I think that that’s 
all that I can do. If you want support, well… well that’s all I 
have.

 PAWPAW DOG* [coldly] It’s really not much though, is it.

OTHER DOG  I promise I tried.

PAWPAW DOG*  I expect you did try.

OTHER DOG  Please let my friend go.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m going to kill your friend. If you pull your friend free I 
will kill your friend. If you cut the stem I will kill your friend. 
If you pull up the tree I will kill your friend. If you leave I 
will kill your friend. I don’t like to have to do this, but you’re 
leaving me no choice.

OTHER DOG  Please! Please don’t.

PAWPAW DOG*  It won’t be quick. I’ll have to strangle her like a snake.

OTHER DOG  Why are you doing this!?

PAWPAW DOG*  Because you’ve broken my heart! 

OTHER DOG stumbles back, panicked. 

 I know how the fucking egg got in the fucking pawpaw tree, 
I know everything about everything! I thought that story 
would split your neck in three and all you were thinking 
about was freeing your possessed friend, how selfish can you 
get!? I’m not happy right now! I don’t like what’s going on for 
me! And I would be grateful if you could settle in and stop 
manipulating the situation in your favour — My question is 
for me! My confusion is very IMPORTANT! OK?!

PAWPAW DOG* lets out a wail and turns to hug PAWPAW 
TREE.
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5. PISSING
OTHER DOG is pacing. PAWPAW DOG* is examining 
the PAWPAW TREE, who is gazing out at the BEE. BEE 
dances for the somber scene. PAWPAW DOG* collects itself 
and offers an olive branch.

PAWPAW DOG*  I might have… let myself get a bit intense there for a 
minute.

OTHER DOG  Hmm.

PAWPAW DOG*  But we can go back to what we had. We can be whole 
again.

OTHER DOG  You gonna let my friend go?

PAWPAW DOG*  Well… look I don’t think dwelling on that aspect is gonna 
help us to repair our relationship.

OTHER DOG  You suck.

PAWPAW DOG*  I don’t suck. I reject that, I do not suck. Come on now, we 
were having fun there, we had some good times.

OTHER DOG  I’m not here to be your mate, you’ve trapped me. It’s crap. 
And I’m allowed to be mad, ok!

PAWPAW DOG*  You’re mad. I understand. Okay. Well. That’s… that’s no 
good is it. 

Silence.

 I suck. I suck, okay. 

Silence.

 But what am I meant to do? It’s just me! It’s just me on my 
own all alone in this tree with this egg. And it isn’t fair! 
Fungi go in pawpaw trees all the time! There’s a Fungus 
in every fucking pawpaw tree in the whole fucking world! 
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And everyone just thinks it’s so cool. They think, “Hey, 
that’s cool. Cool fungus in a cool tree, I bet that fungus 
is loving it in that tree” and guess what they are. Except 
me. Do you know where I was before I materialised here? 
Probably in a rotten poo! It’s just… I want… this is my 
tree. I’m a part of it. And the egg… is my egg now. And 
the question is mine now too. And I had hoped or I had 
thought I knew that what it would be or how it would go 
would be that I would go to the egg and I’d say… I’d say 
yes. 

OTHER DOG, restless, gets up and pisses on PAWPAW 
TREE. PAWPAW DOG* watches the weeing, fascinated. 

PAWPAW DOG*  Is this for me?

OTHER DOG  Don’t look at me.

PAWPAW DOG*  But I don’t understand.

OTHER DOG  It’s piss.

PAWPAW DOG*  Where’s it coming from.

OTHER DOG  From my dick.

PAWPAW DOG*  Say again.

OTHER DOG  My dog. Cock!

PAWPAW DOG*  I don’t understand.

OTHER DOG  [snaps] Of course you don’t.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m sorry. Is it very important to you?

OTHER DOG  It is, actually.

PAWPAW DOG*  Well then I’m sorry.

OTHER DOG  Very important to me. Because I’m… A…. 
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MAAAAANNNN!

PAWPAW DOG*  [screams] OH MY GOD!

OTHER DOG  I’M A MAN!

PAWPAW DOG*  I CAN’T BELIEVE IT!

OTHER DOG  Well believe it.

PAWPAW DOG*  When did you get your cock?

OTHER DOG  I’ve always had it. But I wasn’t always a man.

PAWPAW DOG*  What were you?

OTHER DOG  I was born a boy.

PAWPAW DOG*  A boy? What happened to you? 

OTHER DOG  You really wanna know?

PAWPAW DOG*  I really wanna know.

OTHER DOG  It ain’t a pretty tale.

PAWPAW DOG*  I can take it.

OTHER DOG  Well alright then. This is the story of how I stopped being a 
little dog boy and became a big dog man. AWOOOOOO!

It begins. A scene within a scene; PAWPAW DOG* and 
OTHER DOG descend into the land of OTHER DOG’s 
imagined memory. PAWPAW DOG* is now detached 
from PAWPAW TREE through the magic of the collective 
consciousness. BEE and a now mobile PAWPAW TREE can 
enter this dream world as actors, props, and stage hands 
— should they be needed. 

MAN DOG

The scene: a small room with a hole in a wall that leads 
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into a field. The walls and floor are dirty concrete. There’s 
a red dog bed in the corner. Next to it newspaper is spread 
out on the floor. In a corner is a pile of bones. The windows 
are boarded up. The field outside is dry spiky grass that’s 
been burned back in spots. The sky is red. The mood of the 
tapestry is red. There’s no one there — OTHER DOG as he 
is now is the only one who enters the space. 

OTHER DOG  This is where I grew up. As a little baby dog. 

 I lived here with my dog mother, my dog father, and 
my litter of dog siblings. My dog mother was born here. 
Outside is a farm. It’s shit and it’s dead. She stayed here 
because sometimes that’s just how it goes. The humans 
didn’t feed her, they weren’t in that kind of relationship. 
There’s a highway over a hill — that way. And shit gets 
killed on it. And that’s what she ate. One day she was 
getting something to eat and another dog appeared on 
the other side of the highway. A man dog. He just sort of 
watched her while a million trucks full of cows wapped 
by between them, going top speed. She said he just stared 
at her for ages while the trucks went wap wap wap wap 
wap. With cow eyes staring out. Then he made a run for it. 
Across the highway. And followed her home. And didn’t 
eat anything. And stayed up all night staring at her. And 
next morning she woke up and he’d dragged up a dead 
possum. So she had his babies. Half boys half girls. She 
had us all on the floor of this room, and after she’d had us 
all her guts fell out and she never had any more baby dogs. 
Dog daddy… Maybe I’m not the best at telling stories.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m under your spell.

OTHER DOG  Right. So this is how we lived. Girl dog babies — house 
babies. Boy dog babies — work babies. Dog daddy would 
take us out to the highway in the morning and we’d walk 
up and down it looking for dead things to eat. And dog 
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daddy would tell us stories. Like — teaching stories. To 
teach us about the world — except to him he was the 
whole world. So the stories were just teaching us about 
him. You only figure that out when you’ve had a break 
from shit though. At the time I thought that — yeah — 
this was the world. Sometimes I still do get mixed up.

PAWPAW DOG*  What were his stories?

OTHER DOG  Oh shit like — stories about other dogs he hated and why 
they were fucked. 

 They were fucked for marking territory that he planned to 
mark. They were fucked for having dog babies with dog 
girls that he wanted to have dog babies with. They were 
fucked for getting groomed. They were fucked for losing 
fights. They were fucked for being small. I don’t think there 
were any dogs he liked at all.

PAWPAW DOG*  But he liked you?

OTHER DOG  Fuck no. So yeah — highway, get shit to eat, listen to his 
sermons on what a shit cunt everyone on earth is. Oh — 
and his rules. He had a lot of rules. But the main theme 
was — “don’t do anything that’s going to upset me”. So 
don’t have problems, don’t have ideas, don’t have shit to 
say, but don’t be soft and you better stand up for yourself. 
Some ah… some contradictions there. Anyway… this was 
every day. Jobs, dog daddy, go home and eat. And then 
at night… it wasn’t good. It’s like I wasn’t boy dog or girl 
dog — I was scared dog. Just scared dog. But I was also a 
mangy dog and I was 5’9” which is pretty big… for a dog. 
One day, same as all the days, we boy dogs went down 
to the road. Now, one of dog daddy’s rules was to never 
go on the road — which wasn’t him being abusive, it’s 
still a good rule. But something was coming over me, I’d 
woken up with it hiding inside me, this feeling of defiance 
like I wasn’t just running away I was running toward… 
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something. Nothing about any of anything had changed 
except I put my motivation ahead of me and not behind 
me. And I was asking myself that question. “Are you a 
man? Are you a man?” I was probably just horny. Anyway 
so down on the highway, early before it got too busy, right 
lying in the dead middle was a big dead kangaroo, largely 
un—smashed and minimal flies on it. Fucking huge big 
delicious meal right there. Now I say to dog daddy — “let’s 
go get it”, he says to me “it’s in the middle of the fucking 
road you stupid unclean faggot piece of shit so not a 
fucking chance in fucking hell are we fucking gonna get 
it” and cos I was feeling that feeling, (“Are you a man?”) I 
say back, “well if I get it and bring it back I know you’ll eat 
it” and so he says, “sure go and try and get it. If you’re too 
weak to drag it off the road on your own, you piece of shit, 
then you’ll get none of what we get and you’ll go hungry. 
If you get hit by a car and die, I won’t move your body off 
the road, and good riddance to ya, you worthless cunt. If 
you get hit by a car and live, I’ll bite you so hard you’d wish 
you’d died. But if you get the roo off the road up the hill 
all by yourself, then sure, I’ll eat some”. Which sounded 
like a good enough deal at the time. So I go onto the road. 
The roo I’d say would’ve weighed around 2 and a bit billion 
kilos. I get a grip of its tail and start to heave it off to the 
side. I’m using all my muscles with every pull and it’s 
probably shifting like 5 centimeters at a time. Sweat’s in my 
eyes in my ears in my mouth. And then the first car comes. 
I let the roo go, run off the road, the car swerved to avoid 
big red roo, and it’s all fine. Next car comes a bit later, same 
deal. Next car, same deal. Next car, same deal. Then in the 
distance, I hear a heavier sound. It’s a road train, which is 
the most powerful car on the road. It’s like 5 trucks tied 
together. And it is not scared of hitting anything because 
it can’t be killed. So if this roo doesn’t get moved, it’ll get 
squished, and if the roo gets squished then I get squished. 
So I’m heaving it and heaving it, fast as I can, and the road 
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train’s getting nearer and nearer. I can’t see anything, I can’t 
feel my muscles or my teeth in the roo, all I can do is hear 
— like I’m falling down a hole. Road train sees me pulling 
at this roo and starts blasting its horn. When it’s on top of 
me I jump. The roo’s gone. Dog daddy’s laughing at me. My 
leg is broken. 

PAWPAW DOG* [shocked] You were hit!

OTHER DOG  It ran over my leg. Dog daddy comes over and bites my 
head so hard I see black. And just like that, it started. Man 
dog, man dog, man dog, MAN DOG! I was a man dog and 
I could tell I had become a man dog because I was built 
just like he was. I had a big dog cock and I was 5’9” and I 
could bite and we were the same. So I bit him and bit him 
and bit him and I bit my dog brothers too and then dog 
daddy was very eager to kill me so I ran off.

Something comes over OTHER DOG and he turns around. 
The story has ended. OTHER DOG and PAWPAW DOG* 
stand still in place, staring at each other. The set for the 
scene is packed away. They are returned to their original 
positions.

PAWPAW DOG*  So that’s…

OTHER DOG  I feel it: everywhere. Man dog, man dog, man dog. It’s hot, 
it’s hot in my face. I’ll just take a minute.

OTHER DOG sits back against the PAWPAW TREE and 
closes his eyes.
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6. BITING
PAWPAW TREE lets out a sigh and wraps her arms 
around OTHER DOG. PAWPAW DOG* doesn’t know 
what to do.

PAWPAW DOG*  Bit rough that.

OTHER DOG looks up, brushes PAWPAW TREE’s arm 
away gently, stands up.

OTHER DOG  Yeah bit rough.

PAWPAW DOG*  What happened to dog mummy?

OTHER DOG  Oh I left that bit out.

PAWPAW DOG*  What bit?

OTHER DOG  Before I ran off for good I went back to her and… I bit her 
and I bit all my dog sisters.

PAWPAW DOG*  Why did you leave that out?

OTHER DOG  Cos it’s kinda — I dunno — shameful. Cos they’re smaller.

PAWPAW DOG*  Because they’re girl dogs.

OTHER DOG  Yeah.

PAWPAW DOG*  Shameful.

OTHER DOG  Yeah.

PAWPAW DOG*  Shameful to have bitten them.

OTHER DOG  Yeah go easy.

PAWPAW DOG*  It’s not shameful. I think it’s beautiful. I think it’s a 
beautiful thing to do to bite your mum right in the face.

OTHER DOG  Seriously?
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PAWPAW DOG*  Absolutely. Violence is actually one of my… very favourite 
things.

OTHER DOG  Really?

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh yeah.

OTHER DOG  What the fuck are you doing?

PAWPAW DOG*  Hitting, stabbing, whacking, kicking, sort of… pushing, 
knees, sticks, you get the idea — these things are a healthy, 
natural part of life and that’s what I think… man.

OTHER DOG  Aw, yeah man?

PAWPAW DOG*  Yeah man.

OTHER DOG  Like what kind of stuff do you get up to?

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh it might be best not to say.

OTHER DOG  I understand.

PAWPAW DOG*  It seems we’ve gotten rather intimate.

OTHER DOG  Let me tell you something. There is no transformation 
without suffering. There is no transformation without 
suffering. And you have a responsibility to transform. So 
you are condemned to suffer. And suffering is violence. 
There would be no man dog, no man dog cock, or man 
dog flavour, without my violence. But I do wonder. I do 
wonder. And so what about this violence? Trapping my 
friend. Trapping me. How have you transformed? 

Mood change.

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh bring me my teeth! Oh agony, agony!

OTHER DOG  We just finished this!

PAWPAW DOG*  No transformation without suffering? Can’t I hope to be 
surprised? Can’t I hope for it to be special?
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OTHER DOG  You’re a brat! 

PAWPAW DOG*  I mustn’t understand anything.

OTHER DOG  I love violence, trying to buddy up to me. You’re a fucking 
loser.

PAWPAW DOG* I think we’re going to be stuck here forever.

OTHER DOG  Shut up.

PAWPAW DOG*  I wanted to dream my own fate and receive truth from my 
magical choices but I’m growing blind and I’m unhappy. 
Just constant dead end outcomes. Here comes another 
dead end and I just closed the door I came through behind 
me. Where to now? We’re stuck.

OTHER DOG  I’m certainly not gonna be stuck fucking here so what’s the 
plan!? Huh?!

PAWPAW DOG*  The egg. My curse. I just want to relax.

OTHER DOG  I’ll destroy the pawpaws! And when they grow back I’ll 
destroy them again! No one will ever know the difference. 
Set us free.

PAWPAW DOG*  It doesn’t matter about the pawpaws I don’t care about 
those pawpaws I love them I really love them but I’ve 
just been pretending like they’re mine and I know they’re 
not and I don’t know how to treat them right I’ll only 
disappoint those pawpaws if I’m going to live here, be 
brought here, and nothing’s mine I’m a fake tree and I’ll 
never have pride or peace. We’re stuck here forever and it’s 
all wrong.

OTHER DOG  I’ll destroy the egg! I’ll slit a hole in the side and dig a 
tunnel and get the egg and destroy it and then the tree is 
yours! And we can be free!

PAWPAW DOG*  DON’T TOUCH THAT EGG.
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OTHER DOG  I’m just offering.

PAWPAW DOG*  DON’T EVER TOUCH THAT EGG.

OTHER DOG  I won’t touch it I won’t I won’t.

PAWPAW DOG*  I am going to go inside that egg.

OTHER DOG  You are I know you are.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m going to open that egg and go inside and look into that 
mirror and then we can be free.

OTHER DOG  But how?

PAWPAW DOG*  I don’t fucking know fucking how because what do I with 
my one and only clue? 

OTHER DOG  The clue?

PAWPAW DOG*  The question. The whisper. “Am I a man”. And what do I 
say to it now? 

OTHER DOG  Say yes!

PAWPAW DOG*  I can’t say yes!

OTHER DOG  Say no!

PAWPAW DOG*  I can’t say no!

OTHER DOG  Then… then… then I’ll say yes.

PAWPAW DOG*  What do you mean?

OTHER DOG  I am a man dog. I am a man dog. I say yes.

PAWPAW DOG*  And take my egg from me? I’ll kill you!

OTHER DOG  No. I’m gonna get you into that egg. This has carried on 
long enough.

PAWPAW DOG*  I wanna go in the egg!
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OTHER DOG  This is my plan. I’m gonna dig up this corpse.

PAWPAW DOG*  SCREEEEEEEEAM! You wouldn’t!

OTHER DOG  I’m gonna do it!

OTHER DOG digs under the tree until it reaches the 
corpse and pulls up a bone.

PAWPAW DOG*  YOU’RE FUCKING KIDDING ME.

OTHER DOG  You’re not gonna like this next bit.

PAWPAW DOG*  Where are you going to put that bone?

OTHER DOG  I need to get to you.

PAWPAW DOG*  To who?

OTHER DOG  You.

PAWPAW DOG*  Don’t you dare.

OTHER DOG  I’ve gotta get that pawpaw back out of my friend.

PAWPAW DOG*  Oh, now I get it, bit slick are we?

OTHER DOG  I’m trying to help you! 

PAWPAW DOG*  I think whatever your idea is its a stupid idea and I hate 
you for bringing it up.

OTHER DOG  I’m only going to take a little piece.

PAWPAW DOG*  How dare you.

OTHER DOG  Just a little piece, you can keep the stem on, just a hunk 
just a flake.

PAWPAW DOG*  You’re sick!

OTHER DOG  I’ll just be a second.
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OTHER DOG starts trying to get its arm down PAWPAW 
DOG*’S throat.

PAWPAW DOG*  If you keep trying to get in here I’m gonna kill this dog 
body so back off!

OTHER DOG  Just stay still.

PAWPAW DOG*  I’m doing it! It’s getting strangled!

PAWPAW DOG’s body starts to writhe as OTHER DOG 
keeps trying to rip a chunk of FUNGUS and the pawpaw 
out of its throat. OTHER DOG starts hitting PAWPAW 
DOG* on the head and PAWPAW DOG starts convulsing 
harder. OTHER DOG tears back PAWPAW DOG’s jaw 
and grabs out the fruit and without hesitating swallows it 
himself. Then he holds the bone above his head and yells.

OTHER DOG  YES!

Everything goes dark.

7.  EGG
They’re in the egg. It’s dark. It lightens as the scene carries 
on until it is too bright to stand. PAWPAW DOG* is over. 
FUNGUS is now in the body of OTHER DOG. OTHER 
DOG vomits up the pawpaw and FUNGUS. He holds the 
fruit and FUNGUS in his hands. They can still talk to 
one another, though the voice of FUNGUS comes from all 
around, not from any mouth we can see. 

OTHER DOG  It really worked. Oh my god. What the fuck. Oh my god 
where am I? HEY! HEY!

FUNGUS Very loud, enough.
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OTHER DOG screams and spins around, looking for the 
voice.

FUNGUS Don’t be ridiculous it’s me. I’m in your hands.

OTHER DOG  Little pawpaw?

FUNGUS  I’ve held on for so long.

OTHER DOG  How are you speaking?

FUNGUS  The egg is powerful. The egg… on the inside… is where we 
are.

OTHER DOG  The egg. I’m shrinked… I’m shrinked all small!

FUNGUS  Thank you. Thank you my friend.

OTHER DOG  I have to confess something. Before, when I was doing the 
digging and going down in your throat… well not your 
throat… well I was kind of not doing… I didn’t mean, I 
mean, I didn’t think this would actually… Actually where 
is my friend? Wait actually, how do I get out of here?

FUNGUS  Maybe pretending to do something is the same as just 
doing something. I think that’s why we’re here.

OTHER DOG But how do I get out?

FUNGUS  You might have to pretend to get out.

OTHER DOG starts stumbling around in the dark looking 
for a way out, still holding FUNGUS in the pawpaw in one 
hand.

FUNGUS  Be careful! You’ll smash the mirror!

OTHER DOG  The mirror! Where?

FUNGUS I don’t know, look for it.

OTHER DOG  It’s a little bit dark.
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FUNGUS  Is it? 

OTHER DOG touches the mirror. It’s getting lighter.

OTHER DOG  Ah! Oh I found it.

FUNGUS  I want to give you something.

OTHER DOG  Yes? 

FUNGUS  To thank you. For bringing me here. I want to give you the 
first look.

OTHER DOG  Oh no not for me thanks.

FUNGUS  The mirror will show you your true form.

OTHER DOG  I’m not sure that’s really my thing.

FUNGUS  Why not?

OTHER DOG  Because it’ll be… it could be horrible! It could be the devil! 
I don’t know. I’m fine with my regular information. If I’ve 
been lying to myself all this time, that is good and it is how 
I enjoy to live.

FUNGUS  I’m sure you’d be lovely.

OTHER DOG  I just… don’t need that kind of self awareness. I just really 
would prefer my life to stay the way it is. Do cool dog 
stuff, little daydreams, get kinda grumpy, be a bit mean to 
people, feel a bit sad and sorry for myself, do more cool 
stuff, cheer up, and then back to more of the rest of all that.

FUNGUS  You could live like no other dog has ever lived.

OTHER DOG  I’m fine to not. This is for you.

Pause.

  Are you ready to look?
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FUNGUS  I’m going to say something first. 

 Frustration. Yes. I have frustration. Hello egg. 

 Maybe I’ll quote a passage now, maybe I will — though it 
is a little — well it’s a little — from Dostoevsky — see what 
I mean — which says, “Nature does not consult us; we 
must accept it such as it is, not such as we imagine it to be”. 
I hope he was kidding. 

 There is so much nature who’s truth I can perceive and 
accept. But not my own. And… Well I guess I don’t know 
about the rest either come to think of it. I like to imagine 
I do. But here is the mirror. Can I be trusted to perceive? 
Can I be… mature enough… to accept. And imagine… 
imagining my nature. I might miss doing it. If I keep 
doing… might I go on suffering? I might. 

 Time waster. Frustration. Am I a man? I guess now we 
all laugh about those days. Am I a man? I thought I was 
being… so freed. I thought I would be so free. Frustration. 
Why did you ask me, egg, if it wasn’t… if I didn’t… if the 
answer didn’t end up… helping. Frustration. Narcissist. 
Call me a narcissist. I started to live my best life for me, 
in this pawpaw tree. Why did you plant yourself above 
me? I was never invited up was I? You were never calling 
to me. You were just calling, and I heard. And I know you 
love me. Because it’s so comfortable here for me. I think 
I understand where I went wrong. But I’m here now. So I 
have to look. It’s frustrating. 

 It’s going away. O Mirror. Look at me.

 LOOK AT ME!

OTHER DOG  It’s looking right at you.

FUNGUS  Then why can’t I… [scream] EYES! WHERE ARE MY 
EYES!
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OTHER DOG  You don’t have any eyes you’re a little piece of fruit

FUNGUS screams and screams and scream. Blinding light.

8.  BEE LOVE
PAWPAW DOG and OTHER DOG wake up on the floor 
at the foot of the PAWPAW TREE. They look around then 
stare at each other intensely. 

PAWPAW DOG Mmm. That was a little bit interesting wasn’t it?

OTHER DOG How do you feel?

PAWPAW DOG  Mmm. Hungry.

OTHER DOG  Ok.

PAWPAW DOG  I’d also like to go.

OTHER DOG  Ok.

PAWPAW DOG gets up.

PAWPAW DOG  What happened after I passed out?

OTHER DOG  Ahh… I don’t know I was passed out too.

PAWPAW DOG  Why were you passed out?

OTHER DOG  Just… you being passed out made me passed out.

PAWPAW DOG  It makes sense. Come on.

OTHER DOG  That’s just it? That’s just it? 

PAWPAW DOG  What’s just it? 

OTHER DOG  We’re just walking away now aren’t we.
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PAWPAW DOG  That… is… what will happen now, yes.

OTHER DOG  Just walking away.

PAWPAW DOG  A BEE! 

BEE appears and the two dogs scream at it, swat at it, and 
run off stage. BEE is finally alone with PAWPAW TREE. 
They do their dance of love. 

THE END 
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